2009 vw convertible

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the New Beetle. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission
6-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine
size 2. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote
window operation yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Rear leg
room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity 5. Curb
weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place 5. Drag Coefficient 0. Length
Ground clearance 4. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars
related to the New Beetle. Suspension Suspension torsion beam rear suspension yes front
independent suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 3 yr. Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 12
yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See New Beetle Inventory. Sign Up. Cream , leatherette Black,
leatherette. See New Beetle Inventory. The Volkswagen Eos offers sun lovers ultimate versatility
with its retractable hardtop and built-in sunroof. Like other Volkswagens that came before it
think Jetta, Passat, the ill-fated Phaeton , the Eos draws its name from Greek mythology. Eos
was the goddess of the sunrise, which is an appropriate name for a car that offers its
passengers the opportunity to soak up plenty of sun. This four-person convertible features a
five-panel retractable hardtop design. Like those found on more expensive luxury convertibles,
a retractable hardtop offers passengers the best of both worlds, with the open-air experience of
a traditional ragtop when lowered, and the comfort and rigidity of a fixed roof when raised.
Introduced two years ago, the VW Eos sees just a few changes for While nothing's visibly
different on the outside, the big news is that VW's 2. Still, that doesn't make the Eos cheap. The
Mustang and Eclipse will beat the Eos in a straight line, while the Pontiac also features a
retractable hardtop. However, the Eos is the most fuel-efficient of the bunch and is several
steps above in regards to overall refinement and interior craftsmanship in particular. Given its
size, quality and price, the Eos' closest rival is BMW's new i convertible. Both are smart
alternatives to larger, more expensive models like the Saab and Volvo C70, whose base trims
offer fewer features and less performance. Of the two diminutive German drop tops, the Bimmer
is clearly the better driver's car, with a powerful six-cylinder engine and excellent driving
manners. There's also no denying the draw of its badge. We'd therefore give the 1 Series a very
close look, although it lacks the VW's retractable-hardtop design. In the end, you'll have to
decide how much you want to pay for top-down motoring and how important it is for top-up
motoring to include a roof made of metal and glass. However, when fully optioned, the Eos
makes less sense as its price nears that of BMW's superb 3 Series convertible, a vehicle that
combines a hardtop, driving fun and prestige. The Volkswagen Eos is a front-wheel-drive,
two-door convertible with seating for four. It comes in two trim levels: Komfort and Lux. The Lux
model bumps the wheel size up to 17 inches optional on the Komfort and adds power-folding
heated side rearview mirrors, rain-sensing wipers, burled walnut wood interior trim, leather
upholstery and a way power front passenger seat. An optional Dynaudio premium sound
system on the Lux trim level includes 10 speakers and puts out watts of power. Available on
both trim levels is the Technology Package, which adds adaptive bi-xenon headlights and park
distance control. All Volkswagen Eos models are powered by the same 2. The Lux models are
available with DSG only. DSG functions like a conventional automatic when left in its "D"
setting. However, it also does a convincing impression of a traditional manual, executing rapid
shifts when the driver tugs on its steering-wheel-mounted paddles. In our test of the Eos with
the turbo 2. Opting for the manual nets 1 additional mpg on the highway. Standard on all Eos
models are antilock disc brakes, stability control, traction control and front side airbags that
provide head and abdomen protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing,
the VW Eos earned a rating of "Good" the highest of four for both frontal-offset and side-impact
tests. The Volkswagen Eos seems to be geared more toward those looking for a relaxed touring
convertible rather than a sports car. Steering and handling aren't bad on average city streets,
but the Eos can't quite cut it on the twisty back roads. The turbocharged four-cylinder engine
has enough power to carry the somewhat hefty convertible, although it lacks some of the
get-up-and-go of the now-defunct V6 model. Ride quality is comfortable, although the roof will
sometimes rattle when stowed. The innovative retractable hardtop is still the chief attraction on
the Volkswagen Eos. The multifunction glass top drops in a respectable 25 seconds, but it
requires 16 inches of clearance behind the car to operate. Fortunately, rear sensors warn you if
you don't have enough room. Interior materials are of high quality, and the Eos' fit and finish is
tough to beat in its class. The downside is, there isn't much storage space. The retractable top
leaves little room in the trunk once stowed -- a roadster-like 5. With the top up, cargo space
increases to 9. And while front passengers will most likely find the Eos spacious enough, adults

in the backseat might feel cramped. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Eos Convertible. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials
Check out Volkswagen Eos lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For
Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Not-so-sporty handling, limited
backseat and cargo space, gets pricey with options. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Find savings on the Eos for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
The number of trim levels on the Volkswagen Eos has been whittled down for Last year's 3.
Other changes this year include optional parking assist it used to be standard and a redesigned
optional navigation system. The new touchscreen nav system is ready for nearly any type of
media with an integrated hard drive, a USB port and an SD card slot. Read more. Write a review
See all 46 reviews. I believe this car is for the baby boomer that has finally reached a time in life
when they feel they deserve a fun car. They have lived with the practical long enough and want
something that makes no obvious sense. I think it is the most fun car I have ever owned and has
the VW stamp of quality. No problems after miles of ownership and a trip of miles to Florida and
back was super. No problem with trunk space, two bags consisting of one duffle and one
regular was plenty for wife and I for one week. VERY comfortable and had no problems with
power for passing or keeping up with traffic. Grandkids love the "transformer" and it gets lots of
attention. Most people can't believe it's VW. Read less. Problem free for 72K miles! Bought my
car new in May Car is now 5 years old, and we've put 50, fun-filled miles on it. MPG is pretty
good, too. On the highway, I get 32 MPG. In my mixed suburban driving, I will get about 28 if I
drive normally, but have gotten as high as 35 on the same route by driving conservatively. My
car has never leaked- but I paid heed to the advice on the owner forums to lubricate the roof
seals annually, to keep them soft and pliable. That's a 20 minute job. I've had NO issues with the
mechanical aspects of the car-- to date, the only thing outside of regular scheduled fluid
changes was new rear brake pads at 31K miles. Rear brake pads again at 60K. My only real
complaint with the car goes back to how VW packaged the options in Back then, to get the
leather seats and steering wheel audio controls, you had to buy the Lux, which meant you got
an automatic. I wanted the manual, which meant I had to have the Komfort, which couldn't have
those other options. I do love my manual Tx- so it was the right choice, but I wish VW had been
more flexible in the optioning. I did go ahead and proactively have the timing belt tensioner
replaced, now that the extended warranty has expired. NOT happy that VW won't issue a recall
on this. I won't go into details, but google VW timing belt tensioner for the full story. I leased
this car back in August on and have had nothing but problems with it and the dealership ever
since. Four weeks after I leased the car, a transmission valve had to be replaced. I learned about
his problem only after nearly being killed on the freeway because my car lost all forward
momentum. To add insult to injury the dealership insisted it was my starter that caused this
issue. Only after speaking to a mechanic was this issue actually addressed. The dealership had
my car for over three weeks and tried to charge me for the rental car. Approximately a year later
the manufacture issued a recall for this transmission value issue. They have a serious engine
defect where the timing chain will break and cause to severe engine damage that costs
thousands of dollars to fix. Can you please explain this to me why there has not been a recall on
all these vehicles. This was from an independent mechanic shop. To me this is completely
ridiculous, as no fault of mine this vehicle engine failed me. Why so many other, of the vehicle
listed above, have had this problem and nothing has been done about it. Why has a recall not
been made? If Volkswagen had any integrity they would listen to their customers. See all 46
reviews of the Used Volkswagen Eos Convertible. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Eos. Sign Up. The Volkswagen New Beetle is still an aesthetically
pleasing alternative to more traditional compact cars. But unless you're enamored with the car's
exterior design, this is one small coupe or convertible you'll want to skip. After a dozen years in
production, it seems strange to still refer to Volkswagen's Beetle as "new. VW has attempted to

reignite interest in the New Beetle over the years with turbo and TDI variations that have come
and gone. But the modern-day incarnation of the Love Bug is simply long in the tooth, and it
faces increasingly stiff competition from the roomier, more powerful cars in its class. Available
as a coupe or convertible, the New Beetle which is based on the old VW Golf platform still has a
few things going for it, such as a distinctive look, solid German engineering, comfortable road
manners and plenty of features. For power, there's a torquey 2. Compared to newer rivals,
however, the Volkswagen Beetle claims no major advantage aside from its novel look. Other
small two-door coupes or hatches like the Honda Civic, Saturn Astra or VW's own Rabbit deliver
superior utility, amenities and drivability at a similar or lower cost. As a convertible, the New
Beetle makes a little more sense, as the roofless version might appeal even more to those who
value form over function. But overall, we suggest scoping out the competition or considering a
certified used New Beetle as an alternative to the relatively pricey model. The Volkswagen
Beetle is offered as a coupe-styled hatchback or a convertible with a power-folding soft top. The
only factory option on the coupe is a power sunroof, although inch wheels, a rear spoiler and a
trunk-mounted six-CD changer are available from the dealer. On the convertible, unique inch
wheels are a factory option. Both the coupe and the convertible versions of the Volkswagen
New Beetle are powered by a 2. On the coupe, power is transmitted to the front wheels through
either a standard five-speed manual transmission or a six-speed automatic. The convertible is
available with the automatic only. New Beetles sold in California and California-emissions states
meet the squeaky-clean PZEV partial zero-emissions vehicle emissions standard. Coupes with
the automatic transmission get 1 mpg better on the freeway. But that difference might be
negligible, considering that the EPA combined fuel economy ratings for all New Beetle models
is 23 mpg. All New Beetles come standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat
side-impact airbags and active front head restraints. Convertibles also feature a rollover
protection system. In government crash testing, the Volkswagen New Beetle earned four out of
five stars for front occupants in frontal impacts. In side-impact testing, the New Beetle received
a perfect five-star rating for front passengers, but only three stars for those in the rear. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the New Beetle a top score of "Good" for
frontal-offset crash protection, but a disappointing "Poor" rating for side impacts. In typical
Volkswagen fashion, the VW Beetle is reasonably fun to drive around town and on curvy roads,
thanks to direct and responsive steering. On the highway and around town, the ride is smooth
and comfortable. The 2. Although the New Beetle's nostalgic body shape might still be a hit with
dedicated fans, it suffers from some shortcomings, the most noticeable of which is limited
interior space. Even Volkswagen's own Rabbit, for example, offers more interior room. Although
most passengers will feel relatively comfortable up front, the car's bubbly body pinches tightly
inward against rear occupants. Limited hiproom and legroom in back keeps this car from being
the best choice for long trips with all seats occupied. Cargo space is similarly small, and the
New Beetle's outward visibility is surprisingly poor on both the coupe and convertible. Raising
the Beetle's top isn't exactly a one-touch operation, but it's simple enough to be called
hassle-free. One button on the console takes it up or down, but there's a single manual latch
you must pull and twist to secure it tightly to the windshield header. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Volkswagen New Beetle Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Stale design, so-so power, cramped rear-seat space, limited
cargo room, subpar side-impact crash test results. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Find savings on the New Beetle for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price
drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Volkswagen Beetle enters relatively unchanged. Most significantly, both the
coupe and convertible are now available only in a single well-equipped trim level, which
includes some features that were previously optional. Read more. Write a review See all 17
reviews. Some Folks Just Don't Understand. If you want folks to smile when they see you, and
enjoy comfort, reliability, and just plain fun while out get the convert. As a former QC puke, I can

find no problems with finish nor performance. My straight laced bride goes nuts driving the car
because it's so much fun. So 2 can't fit in the back, so what? So it doesn't have a huge trunk.. It
has everything that two old folks needed and more. Try it, you'll like it. Read less. I owned 2
bugs back in the 70's in California. Wow, has the bug changed! This car is a joy to drive. I don't
feel like I am sitting lower than other cars. I also have a truck and thought that the change to a
bug would leave me feeling "low! I put the top down and my pound mutt and my pound St.
Bernard go for a drive. Plenty of room for us all. Bought this in Great price. Fast enough in a
retro sort of way. Good gas mileage. Nice smooth auto with tript
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ronic shifting. This is my 3rd new beetle. My first was a new beetle turbo and the other was a
new beetle turbo s. Loved every one of them. This being the best as a drop top. Smooth, fun,
and easy handling. Certainly this is not a sports car but never claims to be. I hesitated to buy a
new beetle for a two reasons - first because it was not Germany made. Then I learned that
Honda's are from Ohio, so that was silly. Second, what would the resale value be now who
cares, I love it. One issue I have is keeping it showroom perfect. The first big wind in a parking
lot allowed the door to hit a car parked next to it, not unusually hard, but enough to ding my
door the other car had no damage. I may get a daily driver and try to keep it for weekend fun!
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4. Sponsored cars related to the New Beetle. Sign Up.

